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INTRODUCTION 
Research has proven that wide variation exists in the 
vocabulary of primary grade reading books. Limiting or con-
trolling vocabulary is advocated in beginning reading. 
Research also substantiates the values to be gained through 
supplementary reading. A very real problem of the first 
grade teacher ia· to know what books beat follow the vocab-
ulary of the basal books. 
Therefore. the purpose of this study is to arrange 
two lists of supplementary materials. one based on similar-
ity of vocabulary and the other on similiarity of content 
1- of the Reading Foundation Series. 
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CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
A review of the research related to the present study 
divides itself into three distinct phases, those of vocabu-
lary studies, the place of supplementary reading, and the 
need for enrichment of meaning. 
./ 
Vocabulary studies• As the result of a study of twelve 
beginning books in reading, Selke1 concluded that there are 
too few words eo~non to beginning readers, too many words 
occur but once in a book and there is inadequate repetition. 
The total number of new words introduced in these books is 
r 
twenty-six .per cent less than the total found in 1922 by the , 
Selkea. 
Hock~tt and Neeley2 examined thirty-three primers pub-
lished between 1923 and 1935 to determine the vocabulary 
1Enrich Selke, "A Comparative Study of the Vocabularies 
of Twelve Beginning Books in Reading," Journal of Education-
al Research, 22:369-374, December, 1930. 
2Jobn A. Hockett, and Deta P. Neeley 11A Comparison of 
the Vocabularies of Thirty-three ~rimers,~ Elementary 
School Journal., 37:190-202, November, 1936. 
~ I __ _ -~--
burden of words, number of repetitions, number of running 
words, average repetition, ratio of running words to 
different words, and number of words in common with each 
book. Analysis of the data revealed that the number of 
different words varied from 175 to 480 with an average 
of 303. The sixteen books published previous to 1930 
had an average of 335.4 words while the average of the 
seventeen published from 1930-1935 had an average of 273. 
The total number of different words was 1713 of which 
681 or forty per cent appeared in only one book. There 
were twenty-five words common to all thirty-three books 
with sixty-three words common to thirty or more books. 
The books published previous to 1930 had an average repe-
'tition of 17.2 while those published in 1930 or after 
bad an average repetition of 19.1. The number of running 
words varied from 3,260 to 9 1 280 with an average of 
5,275. 
In an examination of twenty-eight first readers, 
Hockett and Neeley1 found 2,800 different words used, 
the typical reader containing a few more than 9,000 
running words, a few less than 600 differen words with 
1 John A. Hockett, and N. Glen Neeley, "The Vocab-
ularies of Twenty-eight First Readers, ~ Elementary 
School Journal, 37:344-35,.2, January, 1937. 
·( . 
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15.6 running words for each different word. A few more 
than halt of the words are repeated five times and a 
little less than a fourth are repeated fifteen times. 
About five out of every eight words are found in the 
first five hundred words of the Gates List while five 
out of every six are found in the first thousand. In 
conclusion they say these books tend toward smaller 
vocabularies and a greater number of repetitions with 
a -large:t> portion of the words being found in the Gates 
lists within the first five hundred words. 
The analysis of twenty-nine second reade'rs by Hockettl 
indicated the trend in second readers to a reduced vocab-
ulary loa:d as the following figures illustrate: 
8 books published before 1930 
Average different words 1146 
10 books published 1930.1933 
Average different words 1057 
11 ·books published 1934-1937 
Average different words 913 
The first group averaged 1~.8 repetitions while the last 
g~oup averaged 25.2. The per cent of words found among 
the first thousand words of' the Gates list for the three 
periods were 61.6, 64.7, and 68.5 respectively. 
1John A. Hockett, "A Comparative Analysis of the Vocab-
ularies of TWenty-nine Second Readersrr, Journal of Educa-
tional Research~ , 31:665-671, May, 1938. --
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In a later analysis of six primers and six first 
readers Hocket~ found the same trend toward a lighter 
vocabulary load and greater repetition. 
Betts2reported the vocabulary findings of t hirteen 
basal series at the pre-primer, primer , and .first 
reader levels. The results of the study include the 
.following statistics: 
Pre-primers 12,155 total running words 
935 average 
Primers 69,969 total running words 
5,382 
-
average 
First Readers 
128,169 total running words 
9,858 
-
average 
The average number of running words for a series was 
16,176. The number of words in common was as follows: 
Pre-primers 3 
Primers 34 
First Readers 116 
1John A. Hockett, "The Vocabularies o.t'. Recent 
Primers and First Readers," Elementary School Journal, 
39: 112•115, October, 1938. 
2Emmett A. Betts, "A Study o.t' the vocabularies o.t' 
First Grade Basal Readers,n. Elementary English Review, 
16:65-70, February;, 19351. 
Stone1 reported a vocabu1art1· study of twenty pre-
_. :grimers published in 1931-1940. A wide range in vocab-
ulary is again evidenced. Of the 359 words, 186 are 
found in but one book, fifty-four are common to two, 
twenty-nine to three, and ninety in four or more. 
The problem of providing easy interesting material 
with sufficient repetition led Courtier2 to her study of 
twenty primers. The study showed that there were 985 
different words of which 410 or ten per cent appeared in 
only onf~ok, 166 words or sixteen and two thirds per 
cent were found in two or more books. T.he range of vocab-
ulary was from 166 to 289 words with an average repetition 
of 11.8 to 32.8 when compared with the previous studies 
of Selke, Hockett, and Neeley. The study reveals the 
vocabulary of each primer and the number of repetitions 
thus making it possible to determine which primer best 
follows another or which one is best to use after the 
basal reader. 
1c1arence R. Stone, "T.he Vocabularies of Twenty Pre-
primers," Elementary School Journal, 41: 423-429, Febru-
ary, 1941. 
2 . 
Audrer, March Courtier, "Cri teri,a for the Selection 
· of Primers, 1 Elementary Engliah Review, 16: 271-278, . 
·November, 1939. 
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Harring1 studied primers to deter.mine which primer 
should be read next by finding the per cent of words 
common to any two primers.. The infonnation presented 
enables one to choose the basic primer or the supplemen-
tary primer which will contain many- or few new words. 
It was revealed that of 1,260 different words only thirty-
four were common to all fifteen books, 124 words occurred 
only once and 538 occurred in only one book. 
An analysis of the vocabulary of twenty-six pre-
primers and seventeen primers by Rudisill2 was undertaken 
to determine first, the pre-primer best preparing for the 
primers analyzed; second, for which primers there is the 
best supplementary material in pre-primers; and three, 
the best sequence for reading pre-primers and primers by 
children of different abilities. 
A vocabulary study by Stone3 of 107 primary grade 
books including pre-primers, primers, first, second, and 
third readers published from 1930-1941 resulted in a 
graded vocabulary for primary grade reading. All words 
lsy~ey Harring, "What Primer Shall I Use Next," 
. ,Elementary School Journal, 32:20'7-213, November,,l931 • 
.c 
2M.abel Rudisill, "selection of Preprimers and Primers -
A Vocabulary Analysis~ 11 Elementary School Journal, 
38:683•693 1 IDay, 1938. 
3clarence R. Stone, "A Vocabulary Study Based on 107 
Primary Grade Books," Elementary School Journal, 42:452-
455, February, 1942. 
\ 
were checked against several o£ the well-known word lists. 
0£ the 5,314 words, only 2,164 justified their inclusion 
by appearing in a sufficient number of books. He states 
that: 
"One very clear conclusion to be made !'rom a 
study of this kind is that independence in 
reading material of a level comparable with 
that of the typical new third readers o£ to-
day requires a workable mastery of a rela-
tively large vocabulary and that this large 
vocabulary cannot be introduced in the usu-
al five-book series of primary grade read-
ers without a too heavy vocabulary load." 
. 
In another study by Stonel allocating 2,000 words 
to one of eight different levels, he proceeded on the 
premise "that requirements for the first grade should be 
kept low, that there should be increased rate of vocab-
ulary growth from level to level, and that different 
groups of children will progress at different rates. 
Of course other words than those in tQe basic vocabu-
lary will be acquired." 
A study by Krantz2 included the analysis of 369 
primary readers - pre-primer, primer, first, second, and 
third reader levels. The "Authors Word List'' was developed 
I Clarence R. Stone, '~oat Important One Hundred and 
Fifty Words for Beginning Reading," Educational Method, 
18:192-195, January, 1939. 
2 L. L. Krantz, "Engineering a Primary Grade Reading 
Program," Elementan School Journal, 45:386•393, March, 
1945. . 
======~=========================================-·-============~======= 
by including words on pre-primer and primer levels if used 
in more than one third of the books examined and on the 
remaining three levels 1f used by more than a quarter of 
the books on each level. This totaled 1,95'7 words and 
was validated by comparing it with other accepted word 
lists. 
curtis investigated the possibilities of selecting 
units, which would probably use fewer new words per 100 
running words than would an entire pee-primer to follow 
a given text and the building of a core vocabulary. Tea·. 
pre-primer reading programs published between 1930 and 
1936 were chosen for analysis. Of the 241 words used the 
72 most frequently used were chosen as ·the core vocabu-
lary. The data warranted the conclusions tnat there is 
a wide variation in the difficulty of pre-primers, that 
a core vocabulary is superior to the use of any text vo-
cabulary, and that the development of the core vocabulary 
makes reading possible and practical for beginners if 
selections are made on the unit or subject matter basis. 
Freyl found inber comparison of the vocabularies of 
first grade books with that of the baste Curriculum 
Foundation Series, that only about half of the books 
lBarbara R. Frey, nAn Analy,sis of Supplementary 
Reading Mat~ria.l for Grade One, ' {Unpublished Master' a 
Service Paper, Boston University, School of Education, 
Boston, 1948) 9 p. 62-63. 
8 
qualified for inclusion on her list of supplementary 
readers. The others examined were disqualified because 
their vocabulary was too dif'ficul t or sufficiently 
different from the basic vocabulary and thus failed to 
meet the requirements. She emphasizes the ~mportance of 
carefully considering the vocabulacy of supplementary 
readers and a controlled vocabulary for first grade. 
Supplementary reading. The literature on supplemen-
tary reading emphasizes evaluation of books and the 
values to be gained through such reading. 
While the analysis of supplementary reading material 
will require some tabulation, it should nevertheless, be 
undertaken as a vital part of the placement of any book1 • 
Hildreth2 in favoring low vocabulary frequently re-
fers to the value of supplementary reading. A small vo-
eabulary may be supplemented through the use of added 
reading material rather easily while it is not so easy 
to deal with the lessening of a heavy vocabulary. 
Frey3 in developing a supplementary reading list 
proceeded on the premise ''that a child experienced ree.ding 
1Edward William Dolch, "Vocabulary Burden," Journal 
of Educational Research, 1'7:170-183, March, 1928. 
2Gertrude Hildreth, "All in Favor of a Low Vocabu-
lary," Elementary School Journal, 43:162-4~0, April, 1943. 
3 Frey, ££• ~., p.2. 
as a process of getting ideas from the printed page and 
in so doing becomes familiar with words as symbols of 
these ideas through meaningful content and becomes more 
competent in fluent and accurate reading at each level. 11 
Among the factors that make a book difficult for an 
individual according to Strang1 are knowledge, experience, · 
interest in the book, and difficulty of the vocabulary as \ 
well as others not here mentioned. She further says that 
most children get their basic vocabulary knowledge through 
the reading of simple interesting books • . When eight class-
es in two high schools were asked what made a book easy to 
read, two of the responses were easy simple vocabulary and ( / 
interesting materi~l. 
The research on values of supplementary reading is 
reported in the seven following areas: 
1. Accelerates achievement and aids comprehension. 
2. Broadens vocabulary, knowledge, and experience. 
3. Increases interest. 
4. Promotes good attitudes, habits, and skills. 
5. Helps avoid reading errors. 
6. Reduces failures. 
7. Provides for individual differences. 
1Ruth Strang, "Familiar Words in Familiar Books," 
School Review, 48:292-299, April, 1940. 
10 
Accelerates achievement ~ aids comprehension. 
MacLatch71 reported on a first grade class which 
read eleven pre-primers, at least two primers, and five 
first readers. Every child read an easy book a week in 
addition to the class work. In late April, the average 
scores on the Gates Primary Reading Test were: 
Word Recognition 
sentence Reading 
Paragraph Reading 
Reading &rade 
2.6 
2.55 
2.75 
Reading Age 
8-0 
7-11 
8-2 
She concludes that the number of pages read by each child 
undoubtedly contributed to the achievement of such a 
high record. 
Courtier2 says: 
"It is .found that the reading o.f an abun-
dance of interesting simple material is essen-
tial to rapid growth in habits of fluent accur-
ate reading and growth in interpretation. If 
material is to be simple, there must be frequent 
repetition of words in an intereeting manner." 
In Rudisill 1 s3 anal7sis ,o.f the vo~abulary of pre-
primers and primers, she proceeded under the principle 
that reading from the geginning is getting meaning 
1J. H. MacLatchy, "Many Books Read by a First Grade," 
Educational Research Bulletin, 23:123-124, No. 5, May 17, 
1944. 
2 
courtier, ~· ~-, p. 274. 
3Rudisill, op.~. 
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~:: While high interest may be sufficient to overcome '· !i :; 
:! 
vocabulary difficulty, Dolch1 says it may also work in 
the opposite direction; vocabulary difficulty is so great, 
that it makes comprehension impossible and destroys in-
terest. Repetition tends to make reading material easier. 
Broadens vocabularl, knowledge, ~ experiences. 
Crosscup2 in his study on word meaning concludes in 
the section on ways of fostering the growth of meaning 
vocabulary says that the school and or community should 
have available an extensive supply of supplementary read-
ing material with the school subjects being organized in 
such a way as to make supplementary reading essential. 
It is brought out that these books may err in one of two 
direc tiona namely, too many or too fe.w new terms. "Ac-
tivfties and experiences of various kinds give reality 
' ' 
1nolch, .2E• cit. 
2Richard B. Crosscup, nA Survey and Analysis of 
Methods and Techniques for Fostering Growth of Meaning 
Vocabulary,'' (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, School of Education, Boston, 1940), p. 82-83. 
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education" Hae.t'ner1 carried on a study to determine the 
casual learning of word meanings of two groups of college 
students. An analysis of the data ~howed that greater 
gains were made by the experimental groupe. and indicated 
that the vocabulary of adults could be improved by the 
casual exposure of words for a few minutes each day. 
----In Traxler's 2 study of the relationship between 
vocabulary and general achievement, it seemed evident that 
a word meaning test is a fttr predicto.r of general achieve-
ment and better even than an intelligence test .for this 
purpose. Because o.t' such a high relationship, it would 
seem that greater emphasis could wisely be placed on the 
teaching of vocabulary. 
Increases interest. 
"Word drills, word games, and phonetic exercises 
lRalph Haefner, "Casual Learning of Word Meanings," 
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2Arthur E. Traxler, "The Relationship Between Vocab-
ulary and General Achievement in the Elementary School," 
Elementary School Journal, 45:331-333, February, 1945. 
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do not stimulate interest to the extent that rea~ 
ing does. and are therefore, less satisfactory , 
and less effective than word recognition through \ 
the actual reading of interesting simple material~ 
As a result of a study of specific reading skills. 
the recommendation was made by Wheelock2 of having avail-
able for each grade, supplementary reading books to 
ttpromote interest in reading." 
Promotes good attitudes. habits, and skills. 
"Numerous opportunities to read relatively simple 
selections should be provided for the purpose of promoting 
the permanent establishment of reading attitudes, habits. 
and skills which have been partly developed but not per-
fected. The justification for using simple selections 
lies in the fact that pupils are able to read with reason-
able ease and rapidity. 113 
Helps avoid reading errors. 
In a study of oral reading errors and the suitability 
1Ahdrey March Courtier, "Criteria for the Selection of 
Primers." Elementary English Review. 16:2'71-2'78, November. 
1939. 
2E1sie Knapp Wheelock. "A Survey of Specific Reading 
Skills in a Single Elementary School as a Basis for Build-
ing a Mo~e Effective Reading Program, 11 (Unpublished Mas-
ter's Thesis, Boston University, School of Education. 
Boston, 1942). 
3"Report of the National Committee on Reading. 11 The 
Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the National Society 1br ~ ~b~l of Education, Part I:-fBloomington. IllinOis: 
e-school Publishing Company. 1925), P• 49. 
! 
of instructional materials for grades two and three~ Gould1 
makes the following statement: 
"Since many of the oral reading errors occur be-
cause of poorly adjusted material to individual 
needs; suitable materials for given grade levels 
might tend to reduce the various types of errors." 
2 Pearson's study on oral ·· reading errors lists as one of 
-the conclusions that it would seem if the right material 
.were given until fluency was established, poor reading 
habits might be prevented. 
Reduces failures. 
The grading of supplementary reading books is accom- - ' 
! 
plished by placing the books in an ascending order of dif- \ 
ficultY in relation to the basal reading system, says \ 
Krantz. 3 Such a plan will reduce failure and increase in- ) 
·terest. "Experience of schools using graded materials 
shows that more books are read with greater repetition, 
faster reading, and better learning." 
Provides for individual differences. 
-----
In discussing the problem of meeting individual dif'fer-
lcharlotte E. Gould, "A Survey of Oral Reading Errors 
and Suitability of Instructional Materials in Grades II and 
III," (Unpublished Master's Thesis~ Boston University, School 
of Education, Boston~ 1942), p. 29. 
2Alice Rigel Pearson~ "A Dia§nostic Study of Oral Read-
ing Difficulties in Second Grade~ (Unpublished Master's T.hesi , 
Boston University , School of Education~ Boston, 1942) ') p . 41 ~· • 
3 Krantz~ ~· cit. 
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ences through supplying appropriate supplementary reading 
books, stone1 says that he is often adversely impressed by 
the lack of material suitable for the retarded reader. I n 
San Jose, California co-basic sets are available plus sev-
eral supplementary books for the retarded readers to avoid 
the rereading of the same material. He concludes by say-
ing that the faculty - supervisors, administrators, and 
teachers have too often fallen down on provision of adequate 
material for the retarded child and thus their possible 
improvement through this means. 
----., 
Kimmel2 says guiding a child in reading for pleasure 
must include books beyond the grade level to stimulate 
those who are advanced in reading as well as books for 
easy reading. There should be available books easy enough 
to be used without difficulty by the poorest readers. 
Books available for pleasure reading develop a desire to 
read and assist in broadening experiences. 
lclarence R. Stone, "Providing Reading Materials in 
·the Classroom Providing Materials to Meet Individual 
Differences in Children," The Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of 
the National society for the Study of Education, Par~I 
(Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 
1937), p.431-434. 
2 r · ' Dorothea Kimmel, 'Guiding Child Interest in Read-
ing for Pleasure ," Elementary School Journal, 45:612-515, 
May; 1945. 
15 
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Durrel~1 in referring to individual differences, says \ 
I 
{ 
there should be supplementary reading material available 
which will adequately provide for the range of .reading 
ability of the class members. 
/ 
A questionnaire on reading including general organiza-
tion, content, vocabulary controls,. method, and accessories 
for a primary grade reading progr~1 was sent to experts in 
the field of reading by Russe11. 2 There was widespread 
agreement in favor of uaing two rather than one book at 
each grade level in the primary grades. Only 23% favored 
the use of supplemental readers although the author felt 
that this might be due to the fact that those answering the 
questionnaire did not consider them accessories. 
Arbuthnot3 in her study of children's ~iterature and 
reading observed the type of book and material read by 
children when unguided. The selections were frequently 
poor. It was noted that a teacher tells a parent her child 
lDonald D. Durrell, "Individual Differences and Their 
Implications with Respect to Instru.ction in Reading," 
~ Thirty-Sixth Yearbook .2! ~ Nati·onal Society ill 
~ Study~ Education, Part:~ I {Bloomington, Illinois: 
Public School Publishing Company, 1937), P• 342. 
2nav1d H. Russell, "Opinions of Experts About Primary 
Grade Basic Reading Programs," Elementary School Journal, 
44:602-609, June, 1944. 
. 
3:May Hill Arbuthnot, "Literature and Reading," Elemen-
tary English Review, 17:3•8, January, 1940. 
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should have easy reading material but does not suggest any 
books to her. The possibility of giving the children a 
reading book list at the end of school might be of use. 
/ Enrichment ~ meaning. The third phase of the research 
concerns meaning and understanding as an essential part of 
the reading program. Since children are capable of enjoying 
material beyond their reading level_ it follows that much 
literature reading must be presented orally by adults and 
teachers. / Arbuthnot1 says such extra literature added to 
the quality of oral reading- produced great gains in vocab-
ulary growth, stimulated extensive questioning and resulted 
in greatly improved reading with less of the usual drill. 
She concludes by saying, "literature motivates reading drill 
enriches language experiences, and stimulated lively cur-
iosity in many content :f'ields." 
Manwiller2 carried on a study placing emphasis on the 
experiences and concepts introduced in two carefully anal~sed 
primers in an effort to determine :f'irst, those experiences 
and concepts the child should know in order ·to be able to 
comprehend . the material; secondly, to check pupils to find 
the concepts he could understand and those most rrequently 
!Arbuthnot, .2£• ill· 
2c. E. Manwiller, "Differences in :Hmphasis on Exper-
iences and Concepts in Readt ,u Peabody Journal of Edu-
cation, 17:171-177, November , 1939. -----
17 
understood; and third, to check various mental ages against 
these coneepts to see if mental age made a difference in 
the number and kind of concepts known and comprehended. 
The results of the study, obtained by checking individual 
children showed that two readers varied in the concepts 
presented, that these concepts should be as carefully con-
sidered as the vocabulary of a book. Pupils bring with 
them backgrounds of experiences widely different, and that 
children of higher mental ages recognize more of the elements 
under certain categories These results emphasized the 
importance of supplementing and enriching the experiences 
and backgrounds of the children through many types of 
activities, the reading and telling of stories being two 
mentioned. "Where children lack experiences the school 
must supplement them." 
Hay1 undertook to find out the types of responses 
made by children to the vocabulary of children's literature 
and to determine the value of instrUction using such vooab-
\ 
ulary. The results showed that there is great need to \ 
broaden experiences and meaning. vocabulary understanding \ \ 
is ~portant at all levels and in all phases or growth of 
the child. She further says, "it is apparent that child-
lcora Gertrude Hay "A Study of Vocabulary Difficulties 
in Pre.;.primary Childrenfs Literature," {Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, Boston, 1942 
P• 64-65 1 68. 
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ren's stories and rhymes can increase the child's under-
standing, vocabulary, and concepts. 111 
Proceeding on the definition of education that it is '1\ 
development and "capacity for participation and enjoyment 
1 
in living", Storm2 says one of the first objectives in I I 
\ literature teaching is to provide extended and enriched 
experiences and secondly, to build a lasting interest in 
wide reading. 
\ 
'· ) 
_.r 
I 
Penne113 says the limited background of experience -. 
... ..,.,.~ . 
'·· .  
with which children approach reading is one of the most \ 
common causes of failure. If we ar~ to develop reading 
as a meaningful process we must be greatly concerned with 
providing experiences for building concepts through which 
meaning is developed. McKee4 says the degree of meaning 
is dependent upon the accuracy and richness of the concepts 
possessed. 
1Ibid. P• 68. 
-
2arace E. Storm, "Criteria for Selecting Literature 
in .the Primary Grades," Supplementa~ Educational Monograph, 
61:202-208, December, 1945. 
3 Mary E. Pennell, "Beginning Instruction 1.n Reading,n 
Seventeenth Yearbook, ~ National Elementary Principal 
Bulletin of the Department of Elementary School Principals, 
National Education Association, July, 1938~ ij.• . 292. 
4 
· Paul McKee 1 "vocabulary 1 " The ThirtttSixth Yearbook 
of !h! National Society for~ ~dy ofducation, Part ! 
\Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 
1937), P• 278. 
1~ 
1 . ------Gates and others in considering children's interests : 
I 
.' 
in literature state that the difficulty of the material 
greatly influences interest in reading. A selection too 
difficult in vocabulary, sentence structure, ideas, and 
other factors will not have the same popularity as one 
suitably selected in accordance with the child's under-
standing. 
Frey2 in addition to the list of graded supplementary 
readers also included a bibliography of books to be read to 
the children for the enrichment of the concepts presented 
in the basal reading systeLl. 
To determine what may be aisoovered concerning interests 
of children in the selection of voluntary reading books, 
Leistikow3 surveyed the reading of the children in her 
room and concludee that despite ability in reading, all 
children enjoy both reading and listening to stories. 
Animal stories are the favorites among young children 
with children's experiences being next in tmportance. 
lArthur I. Gates, Celeste Peardon, and Ina Sartorious, 
"Studies of Children's Interests in Reading," Elementary · 
School Journal, 31:656-6'70, May, 1931. 
2 Frey, ~· ~· P• 50•61. 
3Lydia t.f . Leistikow, "Inventory of What Children 
Voluntarily Select to Read,,_, Elementary School Journal, 
39:11-12, September, 1938. 
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CHAPTER II 
,. 
!' PLAN OF THE STUDY 
li 
" II 
I' 
,; For the purposes of this study~ tbe first grade books 
'I 
of the Reading Foundation Series published by Row, Peter-
son and C.ompany of Evanston~ Illinois will be used as the 
" :, 
!i : basis of vocabulary analysis and selection of interest 
/j 
areas. The books of the series for first grade include: 
I 
Happz · nays~ basic pre-primer~ Rides~ Slides, basic 
ii readiness pre-primer, ~ ~ There, second pre-primer, 
·j 
!i Day in ~ Day ~' primer, and Round About, first reader. 
!! 
ij 'l.lhe vocabulary of these books has been used as a basic 
" 
'I . 
i! vocabulary for the selections of books for supplementary 
:I !! reading. The story content of these books has served as 
1:. :: a guide in the selection of books for the enrichment or 
,, 
•' 
I 
,. 
;; 
i: 
-- -- :,•.: 
•l 
meaning. 
DEFI NITION OF TERmS 
Basal system. Basal system refers to a graded series 
of books on successive levels which have been built to 
II 
' I I· ![ 
!i 
' 
I 
I 
il 
il 
II 
:I 
!I 
I' 
1/ 
- ---- -~ -
'I 
' I ;; 
:I 
I. 
:i 
provide for continuous growth in reading. 1 
Basal book. A basal book refers to one of the books 
of a basal system. 2 
Basic vocabulary. Basic vocabulary, in this study, 
refers to the vocabulary used in the pre-primers, primer~ 
and first reader of the Reading Foundation Series. 
Interest areas. Those areas of interest around which 
the story content of the basal books used in this study 
have been divided by the writer are designated as interest 
areas. 
Supplementary reading books. Books suitable for 
children to read to supplement those o£ the basal system 
whose vocabulary has been analyzed and found to meet the 
qualifications set up for this study. 
Enrichment books. Those books appropriate for read-
ing to children whose central theme falls into one of the 
interest areas set up for this study. 
loarter v. Good, Editor, Dictionary of Education. 
New York: McGraw Hill Book ~ Company, !nc.~45, p. 329. 
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ANALYSIS OF VOCABULARY 
Analysis of ~ vocabulary !21. ~ Readins Foundation 
series !££ grade ~· The seventy-eight words of the 
three pre-primers, Happy Days, Rides ~ Slides, and ~ 
and There were alphabetized and referred to as Level One. 
The vocabulary of the primer, Day ~ ~ Day Out, was di-
vided into three parts, each part including one Presenta-
tion Unit and one Absorption Vnit. The fifty-one words 
of Presentation Unit I and Absorption Unit I were alpha-
betized and referred to ·as Level Two. The fifty-five 
words of Presentation Unit II and Absorption Unit II 
after being alphabetized were referred to as Level Three~ 
The thirty-five words of Presentation Unit III and Ab-
sorption Unit III were alphabetized and referred to as 
Level Four. Likewise the vocabulary of Round About, the 
first reader, was divided into four parts with each part 
including one Presentation Unit and one Absorption Unit. 
The seventy-nine words of the first Presentation and Ab-
sorption Units after being alphabetized were referred to 
as Level Five. The fifty-five words of the second two 
were numbered Level Stx• ·~the seventy-two words of the 
third two were Level Seven and the forty-nine words of 
the last two were Level Eight. These 4?4 words on eight 
levels were then alphabetized into one list retaining 
their numbers. Each level included in addition to itsel~, 
23 
all words of previous levels. 
· The following table illustrates this plan 
TABLE I 
Number New Total 
Title or Words On Words On Level 
Words Each Each 
Level Level 
Pre-primers 
~ Da~s 31 an Slides 4 
Here a'ii<.lThere 11 
-- 78 78 1 
Primer 
Day In and ~fy Out 
4~1 Presenta on-r-Absorption I 51 129 2 
Presentation II 4~1 Absorption II 55 184 3 
Presentation III 2~ Absorption III 35 219 4 
First Reader 
Round About 
Presentation I 69J Absorption I 10 '79 298 6 
Presentation II i~ Absorption II 55 353 6 
Presentation III 6~} Absorption III 11 72 
. 
425 7 
Presentation IV i~ Absorption IV 49 474 8 
Analysis ~ ~ supplementary books. The vocabulary 
of each supplementary book was checked on the master sheet 
which listed the complete basic vocabulary of 474 words 
with eight blocks after each word. The vocabulary of the 
supplementary book was then checked in the block which 
corresponded to the level to which the word was assigned. 
24 
Any words not included on the list at all were written in 
at the end. Words formed by the addition of tt-s," "-es," 
11
-ed, 11 11 -er," and "-ing" to the root word were not consid-
ered new words. Proper names were not included. A tabu-
lation was made of the number of words appearing at each 
level. 
qualifications ~ !£! ~ supplementary reading ~· A 
book of fifty pages or less qualified at a level beyond 
which no more than ten new words appeared. A book of more 
than fifty pages qualified at a level beyond which no more 
than two new words appeared for each ten pages of text. 
For example; ~ Knows by Julia Letheld Hahn qualified at 
Level Two as it had only ten new words appearing beyond 
that level with forty-eight pages of text; Tags~ Twinkle 
by Arthur I. Gates and others qualified at Level Six as it 
only had thirty new words appearing beyond level six with 
152 pages of text. 
Books which qualified are listed in the next chapter 
in the Bibliography of Supplementary Reading Material by 
levels. Words in the book which appear beyond the assigned 
level are listed. ·v--Words marked with ari asterick indicate 
that though they are beyond the level assigned to the book, 
they do appear in the basic vocabulary at a later level. 
25 
ANALYSIS OF CONTENT 
Analysis £! ~ story content of ~ Reading Founda-
~ Series 12£ Grade One. The story content of the three 
pre-primers, the primer, and the first reader of the Read-
ing Foundation Series were analyzed for interest areas. 
The pre-dominant interewt of each story was recorded. This 
data was then regrouped and condensed into the following 
six general headings: 
Animals 
City and Country Life 
Family and Home 
Fun and Play 
Seasons 
Travel 
These general headings were used as the ba~is for the 
analysis and listing of the books for the Enrichment Bib-
liography. 
Analysis of literature books for children. A survey 
of the literature books for children showed that the vocabu-
lary was too extensive to meet the requirements for supple-
mentary reading materials. Thus they were to be included 
as materials for enrichment of interest areas for the Read-
ing Foundation Series. 
After reading the books, a short sentence was wr-itten 
26 
to give a brief introduction to its contents. The book was 
then listed under the most appropriate interest area. A 
list of these books may be found i n the Enrichment Bibliog-
raphy in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESUL'rS OF THE STUDY 
It was the purpose of this study to develop two bib-
liographies to be used with the first grade books of the 
Reading Foundation Series~ namely a graded supplementary 
reading list and a bibliograpny of books for the enrich-
ment of the interest areas of the basal books. 
The Bibliography of Supplementary Reading Material 
is composed of eight levels. The levels follow the unit 
organization of the pre-primers, primer, and first reader 
of the Reading Foundation Series. The vocabulary of the 
books listed under each .level use only the words noted be-
yond their designated level. 
are listed in a separate bibliography found· in the Appendix, 
Bibliography of Disqualified Books. 
The Enrichment Bibliography ~ftcludes books whose themes 
fall into one of the interest areas based on the story con-
tent of the books of the Reading Foundation Series for 
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grade one. These books are to be used to enrich meaning and 
comprehension of the interest areas. This list is found in 
the present chapter following the Bibliography of Supplemen• 
tary Reading Material. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SUPPLEMENTARY READING MATERIAL 
Level 1 
1. Anderson, Sybil 
Surprise Fun 
Chicago: -siokley-Oardy Company 
1946 
4'7 pages 
baby * 
birthday * 
tor * 
2. Battle, Florence 
~ ~go: Beakley-Cardy Company 
1946 
47 pages 
baby* 
tast * 
fun* 
go * 
pony * 
surprise * 
oh * 
stop ·:to 
they * 
who* 
3. Betts, Emmett A., and Welch, Carolyn M. 
All in a R!.l. 
New .YOri:--xmerioan Book Company 
1948 
'11 ~'page~:-- ·· 
tor * 
tun* 
make * 
oh * 
out* 
atop -:a-
toy * 
we * 
will * 
4. Betts, Emmett A., and Welch, Carolyn M. 
Time to~ 
wew-York:--Amerioan Book Company 
.1948 
63 pages 
tor * 
out* 
stop * 
toy * 
we* 
5. Bond • Guy L. • Alder • Grace L. • CUddy • Jlari e C. • and 
Wise. Kathleen 
~With Us 
"'CliiCaSO: J::Yons and Carnahan 
1949 
61 pages 
away * 
ball* 
came* 
played* 
run* 
stop ·* 
6. Bond. Guy L., Alder, Grace L., Cuddy. Marie c., and 
Wise. Kathleen 
Three of Us 
Chicago: -ryons and Carnahan 
1949 
45 pages 
away * 
run* 
stop * 
7. Crabtree. Eunice K.. W.~er. Lu Verne Crabtree, 
and Canfield. Dorothy 
Playtime Fun 
tlncoin. lre'6'raska: University PUblishing Company 
1945 
31 pages 
away * 
baby * 
chicken 
dog* 
8. Gates. Arthur I., Miriam Blanton. 
Peardon. Celeste Comegys. and Salisbury, Frank Seely 
Come and Ride 
New York:~amillan Company 
1945 
64 pages 
calf 
tar* 
farmer* 
1"un * 
get * 
hay 
laughed* 
right* 
we* 
which 
31 
9. Gray, William s., Baruch, Dorothy, Montgomery, 
Elizabeth 
we Work and Pt£1 ~icago:--sco Foresman and Company 
1940 
62 pages 
baby * 
car * 
find -ll-
fwmy * 
help * 
-
make * 
oh * 
run* 
work * 
yellow 
10. Gray, Williwm s., Baruch, Dorothy, Montgomery, 
Elizabeth 
We LOf»k and See 
.. mlicago:~c"'t't Foresman and Company 
1940 
4rt pages 
baby * 
fUnny * 
oh * 
l"Wl * 
11. Hogan, Inez 
Ned ~ Nancb 
Boston·: b. • Heath and Company 
1946 
45 pages 
away * 
bigger 
calte * 
tor* 
has* 
into* 
make* 
no* 
oh * 
school 
12. Me Kee, Paul, Harrison, Lucile, Me Cowen, Annie, 
Lehr, Elizabeth 
ru BOSton: Houghton Mifflin Company 
1949 
63 pages 
ball* 
find * 
13. O'Donnell, Mabel 
no* 
will * 
Under the ~It · 
EVanston, inois: Row Peterson and Company 
194'7 
'71 pages 
32 
14. 0 1 Donnell• Mabel 
~the Door 
'lrviilston;-!IIinois: Row. Peterson and Company 
194'7 
'71 page~ 
15. o• Donnell Mabel, Coughl an, Selma 
Hi~ on a Hill 
rvaiiston'; niTnois: Row, Peterson and Company 
194'7 
47 pages 
16. O'Donnell, Mabel 
~kip tlong 
s on, Illinois: Row, Peterson and Company 
194'7 
4'7 pages 
17. OUsley, Odille, Russell, Vavid H. 
MZ Little Red Sto~ Book 
BOston, Ginn and-oUiP'iiiy 
1948 
48 pages 
'apples * 
ball~:"* 
fast * 
18. ~inlan, Myrtle Banks 
Before Yl_!_ng-
Boston:--xi!yn and Bacon 
1942 
4'7 pages 
baby * 
find * 
get* 
pony * 
toys * 
truit 
laughed* 
19. Smith. Nila BJ:tn1t on1 Bennett, Elizabeth H., 
Bingham, Julia w. 
Bill and Susan 
~York: Sliver Burdett Company 
1945 
4'1 pages 
away * 
baby * 
Daddy 
help * 
sleep * 
stop * 
th nk * 
33 
20. Yoakam, Gerald, Hester, Kathleen, Abney-, Louise 
We Learn to Read 
Cffii c ago: }';al'OiiW: Bro tbers, Inc. 
1947 
47 pages 
baby-* 
chairs * 
fast* 
tor* 
has* 
into * 
out* 
run* 
they* 
34 
Level 2 
1. Buckingham, B. R11 Dolch, Margrerite 
Come With Me 
~on:--G!nn and Company 
1936 
48 pages 
guess 
make* 
no* 
2. Hahn, Julia Letheld 
Who Knows 
tree * 
we* 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company 
193'7 
46 pages 
b4gan 
Daddy 
does 
fwmy * 
guess 
know* 
let 1 s 
make* 
rabbit * 
small 
3. Hildreth, Gertrude, Felton, Allie Lou, 
Henderson, Mabel J., Meighen, Alice 
Mao and Muff 
~ladelPEii: The John c. Winston Company 
1940 
48 pages 
baby * 
bed * 
run* 
tables * 
under 
wanted * 
we * 
where * 
4. Osswald, Edith, Reed, Mary M. 
~· rs Laddie ~s on: b. c. Heath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
baby * 
brush 
eat* 
hello * 
school 
sleep * 
watch 
35 
5. OUsley. Odille. Russell• David H. 
~Little Green Story Book 
BOston: Ginn and Oompany-
1948 
63 pages 
apples * 
cake * 
chairs * 
dinner 
f'ast * 
help * 
stop * 
we* 
work * 
6. Stone. Clarence R.. Hooe. Dodie 
Fun f'or Tom and {1P 
~ Louis:- weDs er Publishing Company 
1935~ 1939 
48 pages 
are*· 
baby * 
coming* 
f'aster * 
f'un * 
~. Storm. Grace E. 
Nip and Tu.ck 
'Mit c "iigg: --,;yons and Carnahan 
1936 
45 pages 
duck * 
falls 
fast * 
tunny * 
hide* 
hill* 
pull * 
run* 
wagon * 
use* 
Ma-ma* 
runs* 
stops * 
throws 
36 
Level 3 
1. Bond, Guy L, Alder, Grace .L. , CUddy, Marie C., 
Wise, Kathleen 
Fun With Us 
~ciga: -ryons and Carnahan 
1949 
61 pages 
Daddy 
fast * 
likeli * 
make* 
playhouse 
stop * 
water * 
work * 
yard 
2. Gray, Williwn s., Baruch, Dorothy, Montgomery, 
Elizabeth 
We Come and Go 
'enicago:,c"''tt Foresman and Company 
1946 
71 pages 
baby* 
car* 
cookies 
help * 
make* 
where * 
work * 
yellow 
3. Hildreth, Gertrude, Felton, Allie Lou, 
Henderson, Mabel J., Meighen, Alice 
Going to School 
Philadeipfila: ~e John c. Winston Company 
1940 
31 pages 
baby * 
bed* 
boy * 
Miss 
read 
school 
tables * 
under 
Where -~ 
37 
4. Hildreth, Gertrude, Felton, Allie Lou, 
Henderson, Mabel J., Meighen, Alice 
The Twins Tom and Don 
'Plirladelphia: -me-:'rohn c. Winston Company 
1940 . 
31 pages 
baby * 
bed* 
birthday * 
by* 
hide* 
party * 
tables * 
thank * 
under ·::· 
where * 
5. Leavell, Ullin Whitney, Breckinridge, Browning, 
and Follis. 
Friends at Pla{ 
New York:-Afuer can Book Company 
1935 
39 pages 
after * 
black 
boy * 
cat 
color * 
6. Martin, Cora M. 
Bob and Ba~Plny 
. New York: r es Scribner's Sons 
1931 
32 pages 
baby * 
calf 
clifpety-clop 
let a 
draw 
tound 
help * 
no* 
tree * 
moo-oo 
wash 
yap 
your 
~. Ousley, OUille, Russell, David H. , 
~Little Blue Storz Book 
BOston: Gino--and Company- -
1948 
63 pages 
apples * 
cake* 
chairs * 
dinner 
fast* 
help* 
make * 
pie 
stop * 
work * 
38 
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8. Sallen, Benjamin, Loftus, John J., Goldin, Myron R., 
and HeJ[l, Helen Hay 
Paul and Betty 
~ago: Lyons and Carnahan 
1942 
45 pages 
book 
chairs * 
children 
dance * 
pictures * 
school 
teacher 
9. Smith, Nil a Banton, Bingham, .Julia W., 
Bennett, Elizabeth H., Brown, Elinor 
Under the Tree 
New fork: ~er Burdett Company 
1945 
63 pages 
baby * 
bed * 
cake * 
·naddy 
help * 
make* 
sleep * 
stop * 
thank * 
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:Level 4 
1. Crabtree, Eunice K., Walker,Lu Verne Crabtree, and 
Canfield, Dorothy 
Runaway TNT£ Lincoln, e raska: The University Publishing Company 
1940 
63 pages 
after * 
back * 
car * 
catch * 
gone 
honk 
m-m-m-m-m 
putt 
squeak 
sleep * 
2. Elson, William H., Gray William s. 
Dick and Jane 
mi!ia'gO: scott, Foresman and Company 
1930, 1936 
40 pages 
baby * 
candy 
cookies 
dinner 
f'un * 
guess 
grandmother * 
make* 
thank* 
where* 
3. Huber- Miriam Blanton, Salisbury, Frank Seely, and 
Gates, Arthur I. 
The Ranch Book . 
New York: lliemillan Company 
1943 
151 pages 
bed* 
black 
boy * 
butter 
cars* 
cat 
catch * 
chickens 
children 
corral 
cowboy 
cowgirl 
cut 
farm * 
tun* 
horses 
made* 
make* 
ranch 
ready * 
right* 
school 
story 
thank* 
time * 
us* 
where * 
yellow 
40 
4. Me Kee,. Paul, Harrison, Lucile, Me Cowen Annie and 
Lebr, Elizabeth iip and Mitten 
toni Houghton Mifflin Company 
1949 
63 pages 
be* 
bed * 
dish 
bas* 
milk* 
5. Mitchell, Ethelyn L• ggl and Tuck at Pldy 
cago: -,;yo iii an Carnahan 
1938 
45 pages 
coming * 
fall 
fast * 
faster * 
grandmother * 
Mittens * 
sleep * 
where * 
your * 
make* 
near * 
stop * 
throws 
where * 
41 
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Level 5 
1. Betts~ Emmett A., Welch. Carolyn M. 
~ the Street and Down 
New-rork: Amerlcaii""'B''ok Company 
1948 
15'7 pages 
after * park 
apples * penny 
around pie 
' balloon school 
candy shoe co 
fun* atop•-* 
has* story 
hat tell 
hill * under 
know* ue * 
letter* .where * 
Miss wind 
1/irs. yeilow 
over * 
2. Elson. William H.. Gray. William s. 
More Dick and Jane Stories 
New York: ~o~oresman and Company 
1934 
4'7 pages 
baby* 
candy 
chickens 
cookies 
dinner 
tun* 
grandfather * 
g\less 
where·.·• 
3. Gates~ Arthur I.~ Huber. Miriam Blanton. and 
Peardon~ Celeste Comegys 
Ott We U:o 
New YOrK: Macmillan Company 
1939 
64 pages 
calf 
.car* 
farmer* 
faster* 
tun* 
.hay 
horses -· 
ott* 
supper 
which 
I 
/ 
4. Gray, William s., Arbuthnot, May Hill 
Fun with Dick and Jane 
mllca:gO:' seott"Foresman and Company 
1946 
15'7 pages 
baby * 
barn * 
birthday * 
black 
bump* 
oar -l} 
cat 
chicken 
children 
cookies 
-egg * 
family 
fast * 
four * 
friends 
fun* 
grandta ther * 
gu.es~ 
horses 
our 
school 
tail * 
under 
well * 
where * 
yellow 
5. Me Kee, Paul, Harrison, Lucile, Me Cowen, Annie, and 
Lehr, Elizabeth . 
The Bis Show 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company 
1949 
63 pages 
dish 
daddy 
has* 
milk* 
mittens * 
sleep * 
where * 
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6. Me Kee, Paul, Harrison1 Lucile 1 Mo Cowen, Annie, and 
Lehr, Elizabet:Q, 
Wi tb Jack and "'anet 
Bosto~Houghton Mifflin Company 
1949 
189 pages 
about * 
after * 
another* 
back* 
bad * 
:birthday* 
daddy 
di-sh 
does 
fast * 
fire 
tun* 
gone 
has* 
head * 
high 
7. Michaels, . Fannie L. 
Come and Read 
~ago: ~kley-Cardy Company 
1940 
45 pages 
baby * 
birthday* 
Ciake * 
draw 
tun* 
hold 
kite 
know * 
milk * 
mine 
mittens * 
sleep * 
string 
these 
thoee 
trick 
us* 
ways ·* 
where * 
you 
grandmother * 
· read 
school 
where* 
8. Montgowery, Elizabeth~ Bauer, W. w. 
~ Daze with Our Friends · 
~go: S"C"Citt l''oresman and Company 
1948 
85 pages 
car -* 
,chicken 
tun* 
grandta tber * guess 
horse 
keroboo 
sleep * 
stop * 
where * 
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9. Osswald~ Edith, Reed, Mary M. 
Frisky the Goat 
Boston:--n. c. Heath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
baa-baa 
drink 
hay 
let 
need 
10. Osswald~ Edith, Reed, Mary M. 
Little \Yhite Rabbit 
Boston: b. c. Heath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
bang 
drink 
ear 
hot 
hurt ... 
oats 
scrub 
sleep * 
stables 
where * 
neok 
never * 
sick 
still * 
well * 
46 
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r 
Level 6 
1. Buckingham, B. R., Dolch# Marguerite P. 
Let's Play 
Boston: Ginn and Company 
1934 
4Q pages 
butter 
cat 
last 
guess 
let 
meow 
sleep * 
us* 
2. Buckley# Horace Mann, \Vhite, ' Margaret L., 
Adams, Alice B., Silvernale, Leslie R. 
Away We Go-New-york:- American Book Company 
1942 
54 pages 
clean 
drip 
fall 
hold 
porch 
rolled* 
school 
steps 
'Wilbrella 
way * 
3. Gates, Arthur I., Huber, Miriam Blanton,. 
Peardon, Celeste Comegys, Salisbury, Frank Seely 
Tags and TWinkle 
New York: Macmillan Company 
1945 
152 pages 
bigger 
biggest * 
black 
cal! 
cat 
chicken 
egg* 
farmer * 
gray 
hay 
horses 
know* 
lltt * 
Miss 
painted* 
peep 
pilot 
roof 
school 
story 
tell 
than 
us* 
wheels 
where* 
which 
wife* 
woods * 
yellow 
4. Hildreth, Gertrude, Felton, Allie Lou, 
Henderson, Mabel J., Meighen, Alice 
At ilay Pni a elphia: The John c. Winston Company 
1940 
121 pages 
after * 
around 
baby * 
balloon 
chicks 
cold * 
'f'ast * 
f'eed 
frog * 
guess 
has* jack-o-lantern 
5. Hogan, Inez 
Bi6~er and Bigger 
Boa on:--n. c. Heath and Company 
1942 
46 pages 
babies 
balioon 
.bang 
bigger 
blocks 
6. Horn, Ernest, Wickey, Rose 
FUn *ith &illy Parrot 
BOston: nn ·and Company 
1940 
4'7 pages 
Children 
Climb * 
crackers 
tlew * 
Miss 
lamb 
:Miss 
our 
pwnpkin 
read 
school 
story 
under 
us* 
where * 
yellow 
crawl 
f'our * 
grew * 
school 
wait 
Parrot 
school 
squawk 
where * 
4'7 
7. Merton, Elda L., Me Call, William A. , 
Bob and Jane 
~cago:~idlaw Brothers, Ine. 
193'7 
71 pages 
baby * 
balloon 
children 
color * 
dinner 
draw 
let 
8. Phillips, Esther 
~olty, .Pete d!d GitHer 
os on: D. • Rea and Company 
1947 
69 pages 
bigger 
cat 
has * 
honk 
kitty 
park 
read 
school 
shall. 
swing 
yellow 
us* 
meow 
our 
school 
wuf'f 
9. Smedley, Eva A.. Olsen, Martha c. 
Ted's Airplane Ride 
Chicago: Hall and lvlc Creary Company 
193'1 
43 pages 
balloon 
brother 
hand* 
lost 
meow 
shoe 
sister 
sWim 
wade 
woman 
10. Smith, Nila B.. Heins, Kathryn 
Come and P l!J 
New York: lver BUrdett · Company 
1938 · 
40 pages 
baby * 
dinner 
dresses 
has* 
letter* 
playroom 
ready * 
swing 
wrote 
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11. Sondergaard, Arensa, Reed, Mary M. 
Peanuts the bon~ 
Boston: ~ • -eath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
bridge 
cart 
deer * 
hay 
ho 
oats 
passed 
park 
ponies 
zebra 
12. Stone, Clarence R., assisted by Stone~ Anne Lotter 
and Vanaergaw~ Ida 
Joyful Stories 
st. Louis: Webster Publishing Company 
1932 
149 pages 
after * 
baa 
baby* 
back .* 
cat 
chick 
coming * 
egg* 
engine 
f'all 
fast* 
feed 
flew * 
has* jack-in-the-box 
13. Wright, Lula 
Little Lost rg 
Boston:--n: • Heath and Company 
1942 
45 pages 
barked 
cat 
honk 
lost 
school 
kite 
light 
meow 
our 
pull * 
rolled * 
school 
aing * 
sleeping * 
throw 
us* 
ways* 
wake 
sheep 
wait 
where * 
whistled* 
wuf'f 
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Level . 7 
1. Baker, Clara Belle, Reed, Mary Maud, Baker, Edna Dean 
PlaHttes 
Indanapolis: The Bobbs•lvierrill Company 
1934 
55 pages 
an 
circus 
clown 
corn. 
fence 
ho 
mouse 
mud 
school 
turtles * 
2. Frasfer, George Willard, Dolman, Helen 
We See 
Syracuse: The L. W. Singer Company 
1937 
32 pages 
blows 
child.ren 
ice 
plant 
robin 
seeds 
shine 
stars 
toad 
wind 
3. Gates, Arthur I., . Huber, Miriam Blanton, 
Peardon, Celeste Comegys, Salisbury, Frank Seely 
This is Fun 
~York:--Maemillan Company 
1945 
48 pages 
be~cb 
calf 
engine 
fire 
bay 
policeman 
which 
zoo 
4. Grady, William E., Klapper, Paul, Gifford, J. c. ~ 
~fl~ ~orK: Charles scribner's Sons 
1939 
32 pages 
clean 
comb 
.t'aoe * 
bands * 
hair 
our 
read 
school 
teeth 
wash 
50 
5·. Hahn., Julia. Letheld 
Halloween ~ and Other Stories 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company 
1936 
31 pages 
•· 
began 
draw 
fire 
found 
guess 
Jack-o- lantern 
let's 
small 
squirrel 
6. Heffern~n, Helen, Hill, Lillian Bray 
The Little Road 
CEI'cago: Lyons and Carnahan 
1938 . 
45 pages 
automobile 
book 
dress 
drinks 
flag 
hat 
shoes 
sister 
supper 
yellow 
7. Ousley, Odille, Russell, David H. 
The Little White House 
Boiton: Ginn and Company 
1948 
15'7 pages 
airport 
black 
books 
bread 
children 
conductor 
cowboy 
dinner 
fast* 
frisky 
guess 
has* 
hat 
ladder 
mill 
mouse 
our 
pie 
plant 
postman 
race 
ready* 
seven 
shoes 
wheat 
yellow 
zoom 
51 
8. Pennell., Mary E., Cusack, Alice Jrl. 
Frolic and Do-Funny 
Boston:--oinn and Company 
1932 . 
48 pages 
black 
cat 
children 
found 
guess 
9. Pennell, Mary E. 
Fun for Four 
gQSton: -n!nn and Company 
1946 
48 pages 
answer 
black 
cat 
children 
found 
has * 
hiding 
school 
yard. 
yellow 
guess 
hid 
hiding 
yard 
10. Sondergaard, Arensa, Reed, Mary M. 
Biddz: ~ the rucks 
Boston: . n:-c. Heath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
four* 
kitty 
lost 
nest * 
rat 
scat 
swim 
watched 
11. Yoakam, Gerald, Veverka, Madilene, Abney, Louise 
Jack and Nanc~ at Home 
nE!Cago: Lai~law Brothers, Inc. 
1940 
63pa.ges 
bar~s 
cannot 
found 
"fall·s 
has* 
let 
wet 
52 
12. Yoakam, Gerald# Hester,· Kathleen, Abney, Louise 
Up the Readin~ Road 
~1cago: La! law-Brothers~ Inc. 
194'7 
63 pages 
barks 
cannot 
talls 
tast * 
tound 
has* 
let 
53 
' Level 8 
1. Gehres~ Ethel Maltby 
:fif- A - Friendly~ la.aelphia: ' ibeJohn c. Winston Company 
1934 
45 pa.gea 
birdbath 
bone 
drank 
flew 
grass 
meat 
noise 
puppies 
robins 
worms 
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*** 
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Copy-Kitten copied all the animals wtll except the 
Gi raffe but found he was happiest when he didn't 
copy anyone but acted just like himself. 
*** 
, The Plump Pig. 
----c-ompany, 1938. New York: Rand Me Nally and 
The Plump Pig while with a thin family is sad be-
cause of his plumpness but is very happy when a 
plump family buys him. 
*** 
, CrJbaby B,lt. New York: Rand Me Nally and 
----~c~ompany, 194 
When Crybaby calf finds there are some funny things 
he never cries except when he sits down. 
*** 
/ 
, More About Copy-Kitten. New York: Rand Me Nally 
------an-d Company, 1942. 
Being unhappy because there is so much copping, 
Copy-Kitten becomes happy when she fihds that things 
that look like eopying aren't copying at all. 
*** 
~----·Lw~ .0Pokey Bear, New York: Rand Me Nall~ and Company, 
- 194~: -
A little scare makes Pokey Bear a fast bear. 
*** 
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, Chatterduck. New York: Rand Me Nally and Company, 
____ 1.,.943. . . 
Chatterduck stops his chatter ing when the others 
show him what it would be like if they all talked 
all the time. 
*** 
Flack, Marjorie, Angus and the n.u!ks_. Garden -:C:1ty, New York, 
l SSO, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc. 
At !:he first opportunity, Angus finds out about 
the quacking on the other side o~ the hedge and 
is aoon aati$fied. 
*** 
~-~~· tn~s an~ the Cat. Garden City, New York: 
lJoub e ay,-nO'r'iilanaCompany, Inc •• 1945. 
Curious Angus learns about many things but most 
especially about the eat. 
*** 
, Topsy. Garden City, New York: Doubleday Doran 
--~an-d Company, Ino., 1945 
Topsy shows in many ways that he just does not like 
the many things Miss Samantha does for him. 
*** 
Flack; Marjorie, Wiese, Kurt, ~ gg3ry about Ping. 
New York: The Viking Press, 1 • · 
The young duck, Ping, finds out that it is better 
to come hone late and get a spank than not to come 
home at all. 
*** 
Garner, Elvira, Little ~ Q!!• New York: Julian Messner, 
Inc., 1943. 
Sad and lonely is little lost eat 
Without a home and hungry at that 
Until he's found by two little friends 
Who give him some food and make amends. 
*** 
Gets, ·.' \)arlene, The Little Train that Won a Medal. 
:New York: Wonde-r Books Inc.~d'Ison Avenue, 
194'7. 
Because the Little Blue Train pulled the great 
Silver Streamliner into the station he was given 
a medal and became the new train's real friend. 
*** 
Hogan, Inez, Raccoon Twins. New York: E. P. Dutton 
and Company, Inc., 1946. 
Adventures ot the twin raccoons, Nicky and Ricky, 
as they grow up and as they become pets able to do 
bricks. 
*** 
Horn, Gladys M, Bounce. Chicago: The John C1· Winston 
Company, 1941. 
Big Dog teaches the naughty kitten to be good in 
one frightful lesson. 
*** 
Howard, Jane~, Jump~ the Kangaroo. New York: Lothrop, 
Lee and Shepar Company, l9i4. 
Jwnpy, the baby kangaroo liked his mother's pocket 
so will that he didn't learn to jump until one day 
.M other had to leave h im home much to his sorroy; ._ 
*** 
Johnson, Margaret s., Johnson, Helen Lossing, Joey and 
Patches. New York: William Morrow and Company;-!947. 
Although very mischievous and naughty, . the two in• 
separable kittens, Joey and Patches, prove their worth. 
*** 
Lowery, Janette Sebring, The Po~~ Little Puppy. 
Simon and Schuster, Inc., 4~. 
New York: 
The Poky Little Puppy got the ntce things at first 
though he lost out in the end because he was so slow. 
*** 
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Me Closkey, Robert, Make :~y for the Ducklings. 
The Viking Press;-!9 • --- ---
New York: 
Mr. and Mrs. Mallard find a nice leland on the 
Charle$ River for bringing up their family and 
with the help of Michael, the policeman, are able 
to go to the Boston Garden. 
*** 
Mabie, Peter, The Little Duck Who Loved the Rain. 
Chicago: WI! -cox and 'PO!Ien-Company;-I'9~ 
The little duck's search for lasting rain ended at 
the fountain in the park. 
*** 
Paltenghi, Madelena, Rumpus Rabbit• New York: ·Harper 
and Brothers Publishers, 1939. 
As a, little fellow, Rumpus is often in trouble 
but he becomes a very important rabbit in Black-
berry Hollow when he grows up. 
*** 
Rey, H. A., An!body at Homet. Boston, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 942. - ~ · 
Brief accounts of the homes of animals, insects,peoplf, 
trains and planes. 
* * '* 
-----' Where 1 s M_l Baby. Boston : a Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1943: · 
Brief accounts of some of the better known animals 
and their babies. 
*** 
Scott, Sally, Sill{ Billy. New York: Harcourt, Brace 
and Company, 945. 
Silly Billy was a very ·ai:lly kitten but"he knew what 
he wanted and he just loved it." 
*** 
seuss, D~• Horton Hatches the ~· New York: Random 
House, 1940. -
Horton, the elephant, hatches the Mazie bird 1 s egg. 
• ·:-* * 
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• Thidwick the Big-he.arted Moose. New York: Random 
._ __ -nH~ouse, 1946. · · 
Thidwick 1 a horns bec~me .f'ull --ct guests 
Who build. their homes and make their nests. 
They refuse to leave but invite the rest · 
To come and stay as Thidwiek 1 s guests. 
*** 
Slobodkin, Louis, Tbe Friendly Animals. New York: The 
Vanguard Pres~l~41. 
Large illustrations with shor~ bits ot information 
about farm animals and other animals such as bears. 
elephants, and monkeys. 
*** 
Turner, Nancy Byrd, When lt Rained Cats and nxe4· 
Philadelphia: ~ t!pp!ln.co'tt Company, 6• 
The story ot a remarkable rain. 
*** 
Willis, Fritz, The Story ot a Good Little Do! amber. 
n.p.: The Mistletoe ~ess, PubilsEers, 944. 
The trials or amber, who although she really is a good :·. 
little dog, always appears to be the cause or trouble. 
*** 
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To Accompany Stories 
about City and Country Life 
Beim, Jerrold, Andz and the School Bus. New York: 
· William Morrow and Company, l91l: 
Because Andy was too young for school, the bus 
never stopped at his signal until' one day his 
faithfulness was rewarded. 
*** 
, Country Fireman. New York: William Morrow 
-----a~n~d Company, 1948. 
Ricky, though only a little bo~,finds he has really 
been a volunteer fireman in the country. 
*** 
Blough, Glenn o., An Aquarium. Evanston, Illinois: 
Row, Peterson-ana Company, 1943, p 32w35. 
More about the tadpole, his growth, ways, and changes. 
*** 
Burton, Virginia Lee, T.he Little House. Boston; Houghton 
Mifflin Company, ~2. 
The little house in the country .soon found 
that the big city had grown up all around her 
and only through good fortune was she able to 
get back to the beautiful country. 
*** 
Flack, Marforie, Tim Tadpole and the Great Bullfrog. 
Garden City,~w York: Doubleday DOran and Company 
Inc., 1944 
Tim Tadpole grows and grows until he becomes Tim 
Frog able to jUmp. 
*** 
Friskey, Margaret, Johnny and the Monarch. Chicago: 
Children's Press, !nc:;-1~ · 
Johnny sees a monarch grow from egg to caterpillar, 
cocoon to butterfly while with his farm friends. 
*** 
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Grstavson, Harry, E£ Goes the House. New York: Oxford 
University ·Press·, 194r." 
Aa the house goes up next door, Tommy wonders 
if a little boy will come there to ·live. 
*** 
Hogan, Inez, Twin Colts. New York: E. p. Dutton and 
Company,-rn'C., 1944. 
rrhe twin colts get acquainted with the farm 
and woodlani animals also the twin children 
whom they learn to love. 
*** 
Bogner, Dorothy Childs, Winky, Kipg of the Garden. 
New York: Oxford University · reii,~46. 
With a little more stuffing, Winky, the scarecrow, 
becomes quite brave and really the king of the 
garden. 
*** 
Lathrop, Dorothy P., Who Goes There. New York: Macmillan 
Company, .1935. --
Watch the oreatuues of the woods as they chatter, 
chase, and scare one another at a winter woodland 
picnic. 
*** 
Lindman, Maj, Snipp, Snati, Snurr~ and the Buttered Bread. 
Chicago: Albert lh! an and company;-1~44. 
With the help of the sun, Snipp, Snapp, and Snurr 
finally get butter for their bread. 
. *** 
Mao Donald, Golden, Little Lost Lamb. Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday Doran-ana-company, Inc., 19•5. 
Little black sheep strays away from the flock and 
is almost left alone on the mountain for the night. 
*** 
Nast, Elsa hut h, A Woods Storz-• New Y0 rk: Harper and 
Brothers;. 1945. 
As Mr. Bif~ the spaniel, doesn't want to be dressed 
in doll 1 a clothes., Lucind sets out into the woods 
in search of a new pet-but finds none willing, 
and is glad to have Mr. Biff after all. 
*** 
1 Nast, Elsa Ruth, A Farm Storz. New York: ------n~arper'a and Brothers; PUD!ishers, 1946. 
Night time made the farm seem scary but with day. 
light and sunshine little Kassie finds the farm 
animals all very friendly. 
*** 
Newberry, Clare Turlay, April's Kittens. New York: 
Harper ;and Brothers, Pucl!shers. 1940. 
April solves her problem of what to do in a city 
apartment with a family of kittens. 
*** 
Steiner, Charlotte, Wake Up! Wake~~· New York: Grosset 
and Dunlap, Pub!lSners, ~. 
When daylight comes, the birds and animals of the 
farm and woods wake up. 
* * * 
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To Accompany Stories 
about the Family 
and Home 
Beim, Lorraine and Jerrold, Lucky Pl&rre. New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, !ti40 .• 
Lucky Pierre and his habit of looking tor things 
make Mother's birthday present possible. 
* * * 
Beim, Lorraine, Benjamin Busybodz. New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 194'7 
Benjamin Busybo~, the little boy of the family 
busies himself in many ways. 
*** 
Bromhall, Winifred, Belinda's New Shoes. New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1945: 
Belinda's eagerness to wear her new shoes almost 
turns out to be a rea l tragedy. 
*** 
Coplan, Mary, Stokes, Chrystie, Minor, Lillian, Down 
~ ~ §.!!• Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 194r;--" 
Bob and Jane and family have fun down by t he sea. 
*** 
Flack, Marjo~ie, Ask Mr. Bear. New York: Macmillan 
Company, 1932:-- --
Danny's animal friends suggest that he ask Mr. 
Bear to help him decide what to give his mother 
for a bir-thday present. 
*** 
----~-' William and his Kitten. Boston: Houghton Mifflin . 
6ompany, 193a;----
Little lost kitten finds a home with William. 
*** 
-----=· ~F=====================================================~====== 
Garden City, 
, The New Pet,i New York: Doubleday, Doran and 
----~c~ompany,-rRc:;-1943. 
The best pet o! all wasn't a dog, or a kitty, or a 
bird, or a rab,bit or a fish, but a real live baby. 
*** 
Gag, Wanda, Millions ot Cats. Eau Claire, Wisconsin: 
E. M. Hale and Company; 1928 
How a lonely old man and woman get one cat from 
millions~ and billions and trillions o! oats to 
keep them company. 
*** 
Hoke, Helen, Too Man~ Kittens. New York: The Junior 
Literary-oui!d, hiladelphia, David Me Kay Company, 
194'7. 
Susie finds a few kittens nice, but there is such 
a thing as too many. 
*** 
Leaf, Munro, Wee Gillis. Eau Claire, Wisconsin: E. M. Hale 
and Company, 1938. 
Wee Gillis, a small Scotch lad~ can't deciue whether 
:. J to live in the highlands or ih the lCbwlands intil 
strong lungs and bagpipes give the answer. 
*** 
Mammen, Edward w., The Buttons Go Walkinf, New York: 
Harpers and Brotners Puhlisners, 19 o. 
The story of how the Buttons family solves its 
problem of walking together. 
*** 
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To Accompany Stories 
about Fun and Play 
Beebe, Cathetine, T.he Pet Show, New York: Oxford 
· University ~ress,~4~ 
Mother and Father choose the best pet and still 
keep all the childr en happy. 
* * * 
Berry Erick, A Pre~ty Little ~· New York: Oxford · 
University Press, 1946. 
As the unhappy pretty little doll considers what 
she might be, she finally decides she'd like to be 
a cuddly little doll after all. 
*** 
Hobson, Laura z.,! Dog 2r~ ~· New York: The Viking 
Press, 1945. 
Ten dogs proved to Mickey that one dog was enough. 
*** 
Hogan, Inez, Nappy Chooses a Pet. New York: E. P. Dutton 
and Company, Inc., 1~4~.---
When Nappy and his a.ister visit Grandmother and 
Grandfather in the country they each choose a pet 
and have a pet show at home. 
*** 
Holton, Susan, The Humplh-Dots. New York City: Susan 
· Holton, 39,-as t 2ot Street, 1945. 
Travel around with the Humpty-Dots as they visit 
with - familia~ things, Teddy Bears, clocks, puppets, 
etc., that act in unexpected ways. 
*** 
Lindman, Maj., Flicka, Ricka, Dicka, and the Three Kittens. 
Chicago: Albert Whitman and Company,-r9'4'5. 
Flieka, Ricka,and Dic~a faitr~ully promise to take 
good care of Mitzi, the cat, and are greatly sorrowed 
when they can't find her. 
*** 
Me Closkey, Robert, Lentil. New York: T.he Viking Pre•s, 
1946. -
When the band can't play. Lentil and his harmonica 
save the day. 
*** 
Steiner, Charlotte, Polka Dot. Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday and Company;-Ync., 1947. 
Dot and her polka dot pets win the Grand Polka 
Dot Prize. 
*** 
, Lulu's Paa~ school. Garden City, New York: 
----~D6~ubleday an ompany, Inc., 1948. 
Play school was ao much tun that Little Lulu starts 
one at Grandmother's in the summer. 
*** 
Wiese, Kurt, Fish in the Air. New YorkJ The Viking Press, 
. 1948. ----
The story of' a Chines-e boy named Fish, who wanted 
all his things to look like a !ish until his !ish• 
like kite carried him ott intoGhe air and landed him 
in a !ish net. 
*** 
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To Accompany Stories 
about Seasons 
Burton, Virginia Lee, ~a tz ~ the Big ~. 
Houghton Mifflin ompany, ~3. · 
Boston: 
Katy, the powerful tractor loves to work and is 
the only thing able to clear the City of Geop-
;· 0 poles after the Big Snow. 
* * *· 
Delafield, Clelia, Mrs. Mallard's Duokligts• 
Lothrop, Lee ana-shepara · company, 1 g~ 
New York: 
Mr. and Mrs. Mallard choose a nice place tor a 
nest and successfully raise a family of fourteen 
ducklings amid its many dangers. 
*** 
Hader, Berta and Elmer, ~ Bii ~· New York: Macmillan 
Company, 1948. 
The animals of the woods and the birds of the air 
seen through the fall and winter time. 
*** 
Mac Donald, Golden, The Little Island, Garden City, 
New York: Doubleday, and Company, Inc., 1946. 
The many kinds of life on and about the Island 
both day and night at the various seasons. 
*** 
Me Cauley, Anne M., Jack O'Lantern Twins. Chicago: 
Lyons and Carnahan, 1941. 
Halloween tun with its punpkins, games, witches, 
cats, owls, and all. 
*** 
Parker, Bertha Morris, Fall is Here. Evanston, Ill1no1st 
Row, Peterson and Company,-yg;a. 
Beautifully 1Ilustrated typical fall scenes. 
*** 
'10 
, Spring is Here, Evanston. Illinois: Row. 
-----P~e~terson ana-company, 1948. 
Beautifully illustrated scenes and activities typical 
ot spring. 
*** 
, Summer is Here. Evanston. Illinois: Row, 
------P-eterson ana-company, 1948. 
Beautifully illustrated typical summer scenes and 
children's activities. 
*** 
Webber, Irma E., ~Above and Down Below. New York: 
William R. scott, !nc:;-1~ 
See what lives above the g~ound. and see what lives 
in the ground. 
*** 
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To Accompany Stories 
about Travel 
Brown. Margaret, The Little Fishennan. New York: William 
R. Scott, In07; 1945. 
The story of the big fisherman and the little fish• 
er.man as they set out and fish in the big ocean. 
*** 
Burton, Virginia Lee, Mike Mulligan and his Steam Shovel. 
Boston: Houghton ~lln Company;-1~. 
Mike Mulligan gets a chance to prove that his steam 
shovel "could dig as much in a day as a hundred 
men could dig in a week." 
*** 
Cross, Genevieve, The Enfine that Lost ita Whistle. 
New York: Cros;-Pub ications,~fi:--
Even big new proud engines sometimes have to be 
helped by old but strong engines. 
*** 
Flack, Marjorie , The Boats on the River. New York: The 
Viking Preas-;-!946. --
Meet and see the many different kinds of boata 
that travel on the ri ver, also the submarine. 
*** 
Gramatky; Hardie, Little Toot. New York: G. p. Putnam's 
Sons, 1939. 
Little Toot, the silly tugboat, who becomes the 
object of the laughs and jeers of the others redeems 
himself through the heroic rescue of the great ocean 
liner. 
*** 
Hurd, Edith Thacher, Engine Engine !2• ~· Bostona 
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, · 1940. 
The new Engine No. 9 learns about his new home, the 
roundhouse, and the ways and work of steam engines. 
*** 
'12 
Kinert, Reed, Little Helicopter. New York: Macmillan 
Company, 194'7. 
Little Heli flies through a stonn to aid a sinking 
ship and becomes a hero as he carries a sick man 
back to land. 
*** 
Morris, Dudley, The Truck that Flew. New York: G. P. 
Putnam~ Sons,-1942. --
Timothy Ttmkin dreams of things he 1 d like to do 
and of all kinds of trucks even o~ that flew. 
*** 
Piper, Watty (retold by), from T.he rony Enfine by 
Bragg, Mabel o •• The Little~g ne tha Could. 
Toronto: The Pla~and IUDk Co.mpany;-!nc., 1930. 
The br,oken, .down little engine carrying toys and 
food to the boys and girls on the other side of 
the mountain finally got there with the help of 
the kind Blue Engine. 
*** 
s~erling, Helen. Littl~ ~ ~· New York: Franklin 
Watts, Inc •• 1944~ 
Tired of the aame old things, Little Choo Choo 
goes on a breath taking adventure. 
*** 
Swift, Hildegarde H.. Ward• Lynd, The Little Red Light- . 
house and the Great g{2l Brid6e• New Yor~arcourt, 
Brace and Company, 1 • 
Big or small, the little lighthouse is still needed 
and has his job to do. 
*** 
Wadsworth, Wallace, Choo-Choo the Little Switch Engine. 
. Chicago: Rand Me Nally anOlUompany, 1941. 
Finding that his work is just as important as that 
of any other engine, Little Switch Engine is happy 
, once again. 
*** 
--- - I . 
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Walters. George. The Steam Shovel that Wouldn't Bat Dirt. 
New York: Al!iOin Books (part-or-the American-Book 
Company) • 1948. 
Disillusioned Stevef the steam shovel. tries a boy's 
diet but really ian t happy until he 1 s back on his 
own diet or dirt. 
*** 
~ 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND COHCLUSIONS 
From the analysis of the vocabulary of 127 books, the 
followi ng f igures will help to ill ustrate t he wide varia-
tiona t hat exist in the vocabul ary of reading books .for 
first grade: 
TABLE II 
Level Books on each level 
1 • • • • • • • • • 20 
2 • • • • • 7 
3 •· • • • • • 9 
4 • • • • • • 5 
5 . . • • • • • 10 
6 • • • • • • • • 13 
7 • • • • • • • 12 
8 . • • l 
Total books qualifying --rrri or 61% 
To tal books disqualifiea 50 or 39% 
n'1 
From a revi ew of 109 literatu re books for children, 
. _ --~~e fo l lowing s~~!:~~-~s ~~ re;mlt~: 
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TABLE III 
Interest Areas 
Animals 
City and Country Life 
Family and Home 
Fun and Play 
Seasons 
Travel 
Number of Books 
50 
16 
11 
10 
9 
13 
lmJ Total books 
These books are beyond the reading level of grade one 
and are intended to be used for the enrichment of the six 
interest areas set up by the writer to accompany the Read-
ing Foundation Series for grade one. 
From the results of this study, the following conclu-
sions seem justified: 
1. There is wide variation in the vocabulary of the 
books for first grade. Because of this variation care 
should be given in the selection of books for supplemen-
tary reading. 
2. Of the 127 supplementary reading books examined 
only seventy-seven or about sixty-one per cent showed a 
fair degree of similiarity of vocabulary to the basic vo-
cabulary. 
3. The greatest similiarity of vocabulary of books 
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appears to be at Level One, a pre-primer level. 
:: 
,, 
4. T.he least similiarity of vocabulary appears to be '1 
1: 
i' 
at Level Eight, the last first reader level. ~~ 
H 
5. Literature books for children appear to favor stories :: 
about animals. 
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BASIC VOCABULARY 
1 a 1 at 5 bill 2 came 
6 about 3 ate 6 Billy l can 
4 afraid 6 au tuum 3 bird 6 candles 
8 after 2 away 6 birthday 1 cap 
3 again ~ baby l blue 6 car 
8. ·.against 
' back 1 boat 4 Carl 
1 airplane rt bad 6 Bobby '1 oare 
6 alike 2 ball 8 bottom 5 carry 
2 al1 5bank 2 bow-•ow 5 catch 
1 Alice & barn 2 box 5 chairs 
'1 alone 3 barnyard 5 boy 5 chose 
8 alway-s 5 ·basket "'branches 8 church 
2 am 5 be 3 ·breakfast 2 city 
1 and '1 beautit.ul 5 bring 8 climb 
7 Andrew rt because 5: broken 3 cluck 
3 animals 5 bed 1 brown 8 coasting 
6 another '1 been '1 bull~rog 2 coat 
'1 antlers 7 before 6 bump 6f:.ca.k-a-
doodle-do 
5 any 4 behind 8 bundle 7 oold 
6 apples 8 bell 2 but 7 colder 
3 are 4 best 3 by rt color 
5 arms ~· Bet~JY 6 cake 1 come 
5 as 1 big 4 call '1 coming 
5 asked 7 biggest- 2 called 2 could 
5 count 8 face 6 fun 7: llJtp:pened 
6 country 5 far 3 runny 2 happy 
3 oow 5 farn1 · 3 garden '7 harm 
5 cried '7 farmer 6 gas 8 hae 
5 cross 8 fast 3 gate l have 
4 danced 8 faster 3 gave rhe~: · 
3 day '7 fat 4 gay '7 bead 
5 dear 1 Father '7 geese 5 hear 
'7 deer 4 ted 2 get 4 heard 
7 delighted 5 fell 2 girl 4 hello 
l did 8 few 4 give 4 help 
2 ding-dong 2 find l go 3 hen 
1 do '7 first 3 goat 2 her 
2 dog 5 fish '7 gobble 1 here 
3 doll 5 fishennan 1 going 6 hide 
4 door 6 five 1 good 6 hill 
1 down '7 flew 1 good• by 4 him 
3 duck 5 1'lowera 1 got '7 himself 
5 early 2 fly 6 grand1'ather 3 his 
5 earn '7 follow 5 grandmother '7 hissed 
3 eat '7 followed 1 green 2 hole 
'7 egg 2 ·-. tor '7 grew 1 home 
8 enough 8 four 6 ground 3 hop 
4 every '7 frog 7 grow 8 hope 
5 everyone 5 from 1 had 1 house 
6 everything 8 1'ront 8 hand 3 how 
86 
3 hug 3 Lee 8 mittens 2 ot 
rt hWlgry '1 legs 5 money '1 otf 
1 I 8 letter 4 monkey 2 oh 
6 ioe cream 1 like 3 moo 3 old 
5 if 4 liked 5 more 1 on 
1 in 1 11 ttle 1 mol"ning 5 once 
8 inside 3 lived 1 Mother 1 one 
2 into 6 long 5 move 3 open 
1 is 1 look 5 moving 6 ·or 
1 it 1 looked 4 Mr. 4 organ 
2 Jack 4 looking 5 much 6 other 
1 Jerry 6 lovely 3 must 2 out 
l ·- JJ;p 2 ~c 1 my 6 over 
5 jolly 6 made 1 name 8 overcoat 
1 jump 5 make '1 nap 8 Paddy1a 
2 jumped 
.3 Ma-me. 5 near ? painted 
3 just lman 3 nest 4 Pal 
1 kittens 4 many ? never rt parade 
7 knew 7 Mar tha 2 new 4 parrot 
7 know 1 may 3 next 6 party 
5 lady 1 me 3 n~ght 5 Pauline 
2 laughed 5 men 8 nightingale 5 pears 
8 laughing 5 mend 4 no 5 pennies 
8 lean 5 mender 7 north 5 penny 
8 leaned 2 mew 1 not 8 people 
6 leaves 6 mil k 2 now 4 pet 
8'1 
------------ - --
- ----------
----- --- - -
5 picked 1 ride '1 sleep 8 Sunday 
6 picnic 5 right '1 sleepy 2 surprise . 
5 picture 5 rive.r 8 smile '1 swam ,. 
3 pig 6 road 8 smiled 5 tables 
1 play 8 rolled 4 snap '1 tadpole 
3 played 3 rooster 6 snow 7 tail 
2 playing 4 round 2 so 5 take 
2 please 3 run 4 some 8 taking 
8 pocket 8 safe 5 someday 3 talk 
2 pony 1 said 5 someone 4 talked 
'1 pool 3 same 1 something 6 ten 
'7 poor 6 sang 5 soon 5 thank 
1 pretty 5 sat 8 sound 2 that 
2 puddle 2 say '7 south 1 the 
8 pull 1 saw 2 splash 6 their 
1 puppy 8 seat 7 spots 5 them 
4 put 1 see 6 spring 2 then 
3 quack 5 sell 3 started 4 there 
, 
3 rabbit 1 she 3 stay 2 they 
2 rain 4 shining 6 still 5 things 
. 1 ran 5 show 6 stop 6 thinking 
8 rang 8 sing 2 stopped 1 this 
8 ready 7 sit 1 store 6 thought 
'7 really 6 six 4 street 1 three 
1 red '7 sky 6 summer 8 ticket 
5 ribbon 6 sleds 4 sun 5 time 
----- ---
I 
II 
aa 
-- - --
8 ting-e.• ling 3 tweet 2 was · 7 wild 
1 ' to 6 twelve 5 water 2 will 
6 today 5 twenty 7 ways l window r 
8 together 6 twins 3 we 6 winter 
5 tomorrow 1 two 3 wee 7 wisest 
1 too l up 7 well 3 wish 
5 took 7 upon l went l with 
6 top 6 until 5 .were 7 woods 
5 town 7 us l what 3 word 
2 toys 3 very 5 when 6 world 
1 train 8 voice 7 where 5 work 
5 tree 5 wagon 8 whistled 8 would 
5 truck 2 walk 3 white 6 years 
4 tWle 1 walked 2 who l yes 
7 turkey i 1 want 6 'why 1 you 
8 turn 3 wanted 7 wife 5 your 
7 ., turtle 7 warm 
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